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Select one of the following:
Preferred parking spaces
Discounted parking rate
Upload: Parking plan
Provide a site or vicinity base map that includes the following elements:
·   Project boundary
·   Parking used by building occupants
·   Location of preferred parking spaces for green vehicles (if discounted parking rate is not provided)
·   Location of alternative-fuel fueling stations (and, if electronic vehicle supply equipment is provided, the reserved parking spaces)
Preferred Parking Spaces
Total vehicle parking capacity (spaces)
Preferred parking as a percentage of total parking capacity (%)
Number of preferred spaces reserved for green vehicles
Upload: Preferred parking signageProvide photographs or diagrams of the signage or pavement painting used to indicate preferred parking for green vehicles.
Preferred parking must be at least 5% of total parking capacity.
Discounted Parking Rate
Upload: Discounted parking literatureProvide the section of the brochure, handbook or other literature, or photograph(s) of signage that communicates the discounted parking to building users. The upload must indicate the discounted parking rate and convey availability to all building users.
Discounted parking for green vehicles will meet the following criteria:
·   The parking rate will be discounted at least 20%
·   The discount will be available to all building users, including visitors
·   The discount will be publicly posted at the parking area entrance
·   The discount will be permanently available
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Electric vehicle recharging (1 point)
Option 2. Liquid, gas, or battery facilities (1 point)
Option 1. Electric Vehicle Recharging
Parking spaces with EVSE as a percentage of total parking capacity (%)
Number of parking spaces with electrical vehicle supply equipment (EVSE)
Total vehicle parking capacity (spaces)
Upload: EVSE parking signageProvide photographs or diagrams of the signage or pavement painting used to indicate reserved parking for plug-in electric vehicles.
Upload: EVSE manufacturer documentationProvide manufacturer information highlighting charge capability, compliance with SAE J1772 or relevant regional or local standard, and internet addressability or network capability for the EVSE.
Parking spaces with EVSE must be at least 2% of total parking capacity.
Option 2. Liquid, Gas, or Battery Facilities
Vehicles per day able to be refueled as a percentage of total parking capacity (%)
Number of vehicles per day able to be refueled by facilities
Total vehicle parking capacity (spaces)
Upload: Refueling facility manufacturer documentationProvide manufacturer information, highlighting the type of refueling facility and the facility's refueling rate (i.e. amount of time per vehicle).
Verhicles per day able to be refueled must be at least 2% of total parking capacity.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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